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CUP DISPENSER
STARGATE DISTRIBUTION

This stainless steel dispenser is 15 3/4" in
length and adjusts from 2' to 2 3/4" in
range. It holds plastic or waxed cups in
both 3 oz. and 5 oz.. The cup dispenser
mounts securely to the wall with the
included brackets. 

Chrome, Dispenser
3411090   [EAD10]    

CUP DISPENSER
CROSSTEX

Crosstex Cup Dispenser has a white
base with clear top. The contemporary
design fits every office decor. The 
dispenser includes self-adhesive strips
for easy mounting. Dispenses 5 oz./148
ml plastic and wax coated paper cups. 

White, Dispenser 
3411100 [PCC]

CUP DISPENSERS

DISPOSABLE 
AIR-WATER
SYRINGE TIPS

DISPOSABLE AIR-WATER
SYRINGE TIPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Disposable Air Water Syringe Tips are
constructed of a translucent plastic exterior and a

SANI-TIP TYPE DISPOSABLE
AIR/WATER SYRINGE TIPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Disposable Air
Water Syringe Tips
feature a durable clear
plastic exterior
designed to deliver
both dry air and water
consistently with each
use.  The unique design
eliminates moisture
contamination and results in consistent spray from
either channel.  These Darby tips compare to Sani-
Tips®. 

Clear, 250/Bag
9528894

SAFE-TIP TYPE DISPOSABLE
AIR/WATER SYRINGE TIPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Disposable Air
Water Syringe Tips
feature a white plastic
exterior and a stainless
steel interior.  They are
interchangeable with
most metal tips, with
no conversion
required.  The rounded
edge improves patient
comfort and the grooved tip ensures a secure fit.
These tips feature a unique quad air-core design
with separate air and water channels to provide
excellent air and water spray with no leakage.
These Darby tips compare to Safe Tips®. 

White, 150/Bag
9528892

DISPOSABLE AIR/WATER
SYRINGE TIPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Disposable Air
Water Syringe Tips
feature a clear plastic
exterior and a colorful
plastic interior.  These
tips are interchangeable
with most metal tips and
require no conversion.  The grooved tip ensures a
secure fit.  These tips feature a unique quad air-
core design with separate air and water channels
to provide excellent air and water spray with no
leakage.  The beveled edge enhances patient
comfort.  These Darby Tips compare most closely
to Crystal Tips® and Flash Tips®. 

Assorted Colors, 250/Bag
9528890

BEESURE AIR/WATER
SYRINGE TIPS
ECOBEE

BeeSure Air/Water
Syringe Tips have a
rounded tip end that
is interchangeable
with most water-air
syringe tips. It is
designed without the separate water core. 

250/Pkg.
9549880  Without Core [BE401]                     
9549887   With Core [BE401IC]

stainless steel interior.
These tips are
interchangeable with
most metal tips, with
no conversion required.
The grooved tip locks
in place to ensure
stability while in use.  The unique quad air-core
design with its separate air and water channels
provides excellent air and water spray with no
leakage.  These tips come in a variety of colors as
well as an assortment pack.

250/Bag
9528840  Assorted   
9528841   Yellow       
9528842   Purple       
9528843   Teal           
9528844  Blue          
9528845   Translucent

FASTIPS
DENTSPLY PROFESSIONAL

Fastips Air/Water Syringe Tips
are completely interchangeable
with metal tips so no adaptors
are needed. The all plastic construction offers 
separate air and water channels to help 
minimize air and water crossover. They are 
completely disposable to reduce potential for
cross-contamination. 

250/Bag
9521528    [122503]                                           
                 
1000/Bag
9521529    [122505]   

FLASHTIPS
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

FlashTips are disposable 
to help prevent cross 
contamination. The solid 
construction inner tube does
not shift under pressure.
FlashTips have separate air
and water chambers to 
minimize crossover. The lock-
ing indicator and wide locking groove ensures 
that the tip is in place and safe. 

Assorted Colors
9528646  250/Pkg. [00-23071-FG]                 
9528648  1200/Pkg. [00-23075-FG]               

PRO-TIP TURBO
MEDICOM

Pro-Tip Turbo's unique
dual chamber design
separates air from water
and guarantees instant dry
air and perfect misted
spray when and where you
need it. The single-use 
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